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Altai Enables the Gateway to Ivory Coast 

 

After the successful deployment for Côte d’Ivoire Terminal (CIT), Altai has expanded its 

wireless network to the principal terminal of Ivory Coast, Abidjan Terminal. The Abidjan 

Terminal as a joint venture between APM 

Terminals and Bolloré Africa Logistics. The 

terminal is the primary gateway to the 

Côte d'Ivoire for containers. Excellent 

road connections also make it a major 

transit point for land-locked countries 

such as Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso. 

 

Altai’s Super WiFi solution has been 

selected by this significant neighbour of 

CIT due to its impeccable RF 

performance and zero downtime network reliability, which has been proved and is trusted 

by CIT. Altai’s flagship A8n Super WiFi base stations, trusted by all leading container port 

operators globally, has been deployed.  
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Outdoor Wi-Fi 6 Products Launch 

 

Subsequent to our well-received indoor Wi-Fi 6 

product, IX600, Altai is excited to launch our outdoor 

Wi-Fi 6 product, the CX600 and AX600 family. With the 

latest Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) technology and enhanced 

security including WPS3 and Altai WIPS suite, both 

products are specifically designed to provide highly 

reliable and consistent connectivity to mobile users 

and IoT devices at the market’s most affordable price 

point.  CX600 is available for shipment and AX600 

family will be ready soon! 

 

 

 

 

 

Altai Attracts Attention at Syscom Expo 

 

Syscom Expo is the annual event organized by Altai’s long-term distributor, Syscom, in 

Mexico. This year’s event was held on 

8 and 9 March at World Trade Center 

in Mexico City.  The expo gathered 

more than 100 technology 

manufacturers and 3,700 resellers to 

exchange the latest technologies 

development in telecommunication, 

security and energy sectors. As usual, 

Altai’s booth was surrounded by 

visitors due to its popularity especially 

amongst WISPs and the attractive presentation provided by our LATAM sales team.  
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Altai Brings Super WiFi to Enlit Australia 

 

This March, Altai’s distributor in Australia, idatanet, has brought Super WiFi solution to Enlit 

Australia. The Australian show is a two-day event 

comprised of a Leadership Summit, B2B 

exhibition with two technical stages and startup 

hub which combine to attract the leading 

voices of Australia’s energy utilities to discuss 

and debate the challenges and opportunities of 

the energy transition. idatanet and Altai expect 

the event to be a great opportunity for 

promoting Altai Super WiFi solution to the utilities 

market of Australia. 

 

 

Please connect with Altai to learn more.  

 

 

Contact Altai by Email → info@altaitechnologies.com 

 

Join our forum today! → facebook.com/groups/652109398848119 

 

Follow Altai on social media! 

      

 

Unit 209, 2/F, Lakeside 2, Hong Kong Science Park, Shatin, Hong Kong 

Tel: +852 3758 6000 Fax: +852 2607 4021 Email: mktg@altaitechnologies.com 

www.altaitechnologies.com 
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